To
All Heads of Telecom Circles of BSNL,
All Heads of Telecom Districts.

Subject: Regularization of Officiating JTOs as per the provisions of Recruitment Rules of Junior Telecom Officer (Telecom)-2014

I am directed to intimate that, the Board of Directors of BSNL, in its 165th meeting, held on 18.09.2015, has approved the proposal for revision of recruitment rules of Junior Telecom Officer (Telecom)-2014. A copy of approved JTO RRs has already been uploaded on the Intranet. The RRs inter-alia contains provision for "regularization of the screening test qualified and phase-I trained officiating JTOs by method of absorption under 50% internal (departmental) quota". While approving the proposal of revision of recruitment rules, BSNL board has further directed to send the screening test qualified and phase-I trained officiating JTOs again for JTO Phase-I training as per the new scheme and syllabus issued in the year 2009, before regularizing them as JTO.

2. In view of the above, it is requested to carry out the following activities before absorbing screening test qualified and phase-I trained officials officiating in the capacity of JTOs as regular JTOs against the available vacancies of 50% internal (departmental) quota:

a. Vacancies under 50% internal (departmental) quota as on 31.03.2016 may be calculated.

b. No. of officiating JTOs as on date of issue of recruitment rules of JTO (Telecom)-2014 may be ascertained.

c. Adequate number of vacancies out of vacancies calculated at(a) may be utilized for adjusting the screening test qualified and phase-I trained officials officiating in the capacity of JTO.

d. These officials may be sent for JTO Phase-I training followed by Field training.
e. All out efforts may be made for arranging JTO Phase-I training for these officials in consultation with the PGM/GMs of RTTCs at the earliest.

f. Officials after undergoing JTO Phase-I training and field training may be appointed as regular JTOs.

g. The number of vacancies left after adjusting the officiating JTOs will be the vacancies available for 50% internal(departmental) quota, which may be ascertained category wise and intimated to this office for further carrying out the exercise of conducting Limited Internal Competitive Examination for promotion to the post of JTO under 50% internal quota.

3. The above exercise may be completed on priority basis and details as per 2(a, b, c & g) above may be sent to this office latest by 31.10.2015

(A.K. SINGH)
Assistant General Manager (Estt-IV)

Copy to:
The GM (Training) for making necessary arrangements for training of officiating JTOs.